
Things I like…
Not quite a list, because my interests are varied, but some of
the things I like to do, all G-rated of course. (I have a
daughter or two who may read this. Yes, they are all over 16,
but they are still my
little girls.)

I  like  insignificant  bits  of  trivial  knowledge.  The  more
trivial the better. Knowledge that Diners Club was the first
independent credit card (1949) and that is when the middle man
started handling our money is interesting. Knowing that it
came about because one of the first partners forgot their
wallet at dinner is the cake. Knowing that partner was a man
named Frank X. McNamara is the icing. Finding out what his
middle name was would be, as they say, priceless.

I like reading. Of all sorts, but I tend to read Science
Fiction, Fantasy (Swords/Sorcery), Mysteries, and Trivia on
the web. Will read almost any well written book. Great rainy
day time filler.

Computers… Yep, I can’t get enough of them. I work 8 hours a
day on them and then I come home and spend free time on them…
You would think I would get tired of the little buggers.

Cooking occasionally. There are times when I really want to
whip up a special meal, I just don’t like doing it everyday.
But, you have to eat…

Time spent with friends. I’m glad to say I have a few people
in my life, that don’t seem to mind having me around. My wife
used to call this “Adult Time”. Sometimes, I think we adults
act a bit like children, but that is part of the fun.

Softball  and  Baseball.  Baseball  is  the  only  sport  I  ever
really followed (I played at one time too). No matter how old
I get, if I can still swing a bat and toddle down to first
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base, I plan on playing softball as often as I can. If I would
do it more often, I imagine I wouldn’t be as sore the next
day….

Theater. In my college years, I never would have thought I
would want to get on stage in front of people. Wasn’t me at
all in my early years. I’ve had a lot of fun doing my ham-bit
on stage.

Science and math. Things that make my logical little brain
tick. You’ve got to keep the gears greased to keep everything
running smooth, and that’s what the Science ant math does for
me….

A bit of wood working. I really like destruction the best, but
I like using power tools. The smell of cut wood is something
too.

And last but certainly not least, I like my family. Every dang
one of them. They helped form the person I am today (along
with many others I’ve met along the way) and since I tend to
like the person I became, I guess I could thank them once or
twice… Nah, it would go to their heads wouldn’t it.


